
MARX THESES ON FEUERBACH THESIS 11

The "Theses on Feuerbach" are eleven short philosophical notes written by Karl Marx as a The document is best
remembered for the epigrammatic 11th thesis and final line: "Philosophers have hitherto only interpreted the world in
various.

Thus, as Engels explained over a hundred years ago, it was not the brain that developed our humanity, but the
hand that developed the brain. The only way to abolish irrational thought is to abolish the irrational relations
between human beings in capitalist society. Man must prove the truth â€” i. This finds its reflection in politics,
religion and philosophy. What did Marx mean by Thesis Eleven? Man must prove the truth â€” i. The problem
of knowledge has occupied a central place in philosophy for centuries. At every stage, however, men and
women have tried to deny these facts and sought to assert a special, privileged status for human beings in the
great order of things. Increased manual dexterity and the development of a multiplicity of manual activities led
to a rapid growth of the brain and increased capacity for thinking. IX The highest point reached by
contemplative materialism, that is, materialism which does not comprehend sensuousness as practical activity,
is contemplation of single individuals and of civil society. It must be seen as part of this complex process of
permanent interaction, not as an isolated activity that is mechanically juxtaposed to it. IV Feuerbach starts out
from the fact of religious self-alienation, of the duplication of the world into a religious world and a secular
one. This scientific explanation immediately does away with the mystical-idealist view of thought and
consciousness as something mysterious and inexplicable, something divorced from the normal workings of
nature and other bodily functions. He introduced the notion of dualism, which says that thought
consciousnesses something separate from matter. II The question whether objective truth can be attributed to
human thinking is not a question of theory but is a practical question. Once our distant ancestors adopted the
upright stance, the hands were free to experiment with many other operations. Such works of science fiction
tell us little or nothing about the nature of consciousness, whether in humans or robots, but rather speaks
volumes about the alienated world that humans inhabit in the first decade of the 21st century. But when
Aristotle said Man is a political animal, he meant: Man is a social animal. It is only a scholastic speculation
although Aquinas never supported it. According to Marx religious self-estrangement is caused by social
contradictions and if we remove these contradictions by revolutionary action religion will vanish. It is the
combination of the individual efforts, strivings, creativity of men and women that gives rise to all the wonders
of civilization. All mysteries which lead theory to mysticism find their rational solution in human practice and
in the comprehension of this practice. The only way to abolish this sense of alienation is to abolish its material
base. Spread the love! The dispute over the reality or non-reality of thinking which is isolated from practice is
a purely scholastic question.


